OKAY, SO WHAT'S WITH ALL THOSE ORANGE BUTTONS?

Well, it's like this: Everybody wearing an orange button is uptight about something they're calling academic degeneracy. Firing Groat, Lawless and Fogarty is an example of academic degeneracy. What do YOU think about it? A lot of us kind of think it's a dumb thing. We think good teachers are too valuable to throw away. We're having a rally Tuesday at one o'clock in front of Bessoy Hall, and students and faculty members like Jim Graham and Charles P. Larrowe and Gary Groat and Ken Lawless and Bob Fogarty and a bunch of other groovy people are going to say some things about orange buttons and academic degeneracy. Skip a class and join us at the rally. Your teacher won't mind; he probably doesn't like academic degeneracy, either.

OF COURSE . . .
If only ten or twenty or even thirty students show up at the rally, nothing will happen. Groat and Lawless and Fogarty will go away. ZEITGEIST will go away. Maybe WE will go away.
BUT: If ten or twenty or thirty THOUSAND students show up, maybe everything will be changed and nobody will go away. SO:

OPPOSE ACADEMIC DEGENERACY!

COME TO THE RALLY!

WEAR ORANGE!

SEE OTHER SIDE!
RALLY 1PM Tuesday Nov. 15
Bessey Hall
TGT
STUDENT & FACULTY SPEAKERS
THOUGHT
the orange horse lives!

see other side...